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ABSTRACT
The amplitude integrated EEG (aEEG) is reputed to be
one of the best predictors of neurological outcome
following hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy in term
newborns and was used to select infants into trials of
neuroprotection with hypothermia, but its predictive
value and the effect of moderate hypothermia on the
aEEG have not previously been examined in a
randomised study. The positive predictive value (PPV) of
the aEEG recorded within 6 h of birth for death or
disability at 18 months of age was determined in 314
infants born after 35 weeks gestation who were
randomised to receive standard care with or without
cooling for 72 h. The aEEG was classified according to
voltage and by pattern. The PPV of a severely abnormal
aEEG assessed by the voltage and pattern methods was
0.63 and 0.59 respectively in non-cooled infants and
0.55 and 0.51 in cooled infants (p>0.05). Although the
differences in PPV between cooled and non-cooled
groups were not significant, they are consistent with
observational studies showing a lower PPV in infants
treated with hypothermia, probably due to a
neuroprotective effect of cooling.

INTRODUCTION
Early prediction of outcome following hypoxic
ischaemic encephalopathy (HIE) is important for
counselling parents of affected infants. The positive
predictive value (PPV) of the amplitude integrated
EEG (aEEG) for adverse outcome following HIE is
the proportion of infants with an abnormal aEEG
who have an adverse outcome. The aEEG is
reputed to be one of the best predictors of neuro-
logical outcome following HIE in term newborns
and was used to select infants into trials of neuro-
protection with hypothermia.1–3 Previous reports
have suggested that the PPV of the aEEG obtained
within 6 h of birth is >80% in infants with HIE
and that moderate hypothermia may alter the pre-
dictive value, but these were observational, non-
randomised studies that included historical controls
and subgroups from randomised studies and so
selection bias could have occurred.4 Since moderate
hypothermia reduces the rates of death or disability
at 18 months in infants with moderate or severe
HIE it is possible that the PPV of the aEEG may
differ in cooled compared with non-cooled
infants.3 The aEEG was one of the main entry cri-
teria in the TOBY randomised trial of hypothermia
for perinatal asphyxial encephalopathy and this

afforded an opportunity to determine the influence
of moderate hypothermia on the PPVof the aEEG.

METHODS
A single expert assessor (DA) masked to treatment
allocation and outcome examined the aEEG
records of infants born at or after 36 weeks gesta-
tion suffering from moderate or severe HIE, who
were participants in the TOBY randomised trial of
standard care or standard care plus cooling to 33.5°
C for 72 h.2 The inclusion criteria of the TOBY
trial required the presence of an abnormal aEEG as
well as clinical criteria of HIE. The aEEG was
recorded for at least 30 min within 6 h of birth
prior to randomisation and before initiation of
cooling. Although the aEEG was usually recorded
for several hours, only the prerandomisation record
was available for analysis for this study. The details
of the TOBY trial have been published.2

The aEEG background activity was classified
according to published voltage criteria and by back-
ground pattern.5 aEEG records with severely sup-
pressed voltage or with burst suppression,
continuous low voltage or flat trace patterns were
classed as severely abnormal. The PPVs with 95%
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What is already known on this topic

▸ The amplitude integrated EEG (aEEG) is one of
the best predictors of neurological outcome
following hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy.

▸ Treatment with cooling increases the rates of
survival with a normal neurological outcome
and may alter the predictive value of early
predictors including the aEEG.

What this study adds

▸ The predictive value for adverse outcome at
18 months of age of the aEEG recorded within
6 h of birth in neonates with hypoxic ischaemic
encephalopathy is lower than previously
reported.

▸ Consistent with observational studies the
predictive value is reduced in infants treated
with cooling compared with non-cooled infants.
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CIs for an adverse outcome consisting of death or severe disabil-
ity at 18 months of age were calculated. Severe disability was
defined the same as in the TOBY trial as any of: cerebral palsy
with a Gross Motor Function Score of 3–5 (on a scale of 1–5);
a Mental Developmental Index of the Bayley Infant
Developmental Scales of less than 70 (more than 2 SDs below
the mean); and bilateral cortical visual impairment.2

The two sample test for significance of proportions was used
to test for differences in the PPVs in cooled and non-cooled
groups. A two sided p value <0.05 was considered significant.

The TOBY protocol was approved by the London Multicenter
Research Ethics Committee and the local research ethics commit-
tee of each participating hospital. Conduct of the study was over-
seen by an independent trial steering committee with advice
from an independent data monitoring and ethics committee.

RESULTS
aEEG records of an adequate quality were available for 314 of
the 325 participants of the TOBY trial. The gestational age of
the study infants was median (IQR) 40 (39–41) weeks, Apgar
score at 5 min, 3 (1–5), first arterial/capillary blood pH, 6.90
(6.78–7.01) and base deficit, 18.25 (23.27–13.03), and the age
at randomisation was 4.68 (3.7–5.48) hours, similar to those of
the entire TOBY trial group. Of the 314 infants, 158 received
standard care with cooling and 156 standard care only. In all,
67 of the 158 infants treated with cooling and 84 of the 156
infants who received standard care only died or were severely
disabled at 18 months of age (p=0.04).

The PPV of an abnormal aEEG for adverse outcome at
18 months is shown in table 1.

The PPV of the aEEG was lower in the infants treated with
cooling than in the non-cooled infants but the difference was
not statistically significant. A severely abnormal aEEG had a
slightly higher PPV for an adverse outcome when assessed by
the voltage rather than the pattern method. For the pattern clas-
sification method, the highest PPV was achieved by combining
the continuous low voltage and flat trace patterns (table 1 and
figure 1).

A total of 17/314 infants were considered to have normal
background aEEG or mild abnormalities only such as absence of
sleep wake cycling with normal voltage or a slight discontinuity,
but electrical seizures were identified in seven of these infants.
Of the 17 infants with normal or mildly abnormal background
aEEG, 3/7 with electrical seizures and 4/10 without electrical
seizures had an adverse outcome at 18 months. Another 5/314
infants were considered to have continuous seizure activity on
the aEEG and four of these five infants had an adverse outcome
at 18 months.

DISCUSSION
Previous studies suggested that the PPV for adverse outcome of
an abnormal aEEG obtained within 6 h of birth in infants with
HIE is very high, greater than 80%, but is lower following mod-
erate hypothermia. It is notable that the PPV for adverse
outcome in this randomised study is lower than previously
reported from observational studies carried out in the precool-
ing era and from the study from one centre that included sub-
jects in cooling trials.4 Although the TOBY study was a large
multicentre international trial, this finding is unlikely to be due
to the quality of the recordings as only good quality aEEG
records were analysed and the assessor was masked to the clin-
ical outcomes of the infants. The timing of recording also does
not explain the low predictive value noted in this study since
almost all previous studies reported data from 3 to 6 h of age,
as in this study. It is possible that the indication for performing
the aEEG or for transfer to specialist centres that carried out
aEEG differed in previous studies, but this is impossible to
ascertain.

Although most previous studies reported a very high PPV of
the aEEG recorded within 6 h of birth, our data are in accord
with those of a prospective non-randomised study of 108
infants that met entry criteria for cooling.6 In that study, the
PPV of the aEEG in normothermic infants was 0.62 and was
0.51 in cooled infants, which is very similar to this study. The
rates of adverse outcome in non-cooled infants in the rando-
mised trials of cooling in infants with moderate or severe HIE

Table 1 Positive predictive value (PPV) of the amplitude integrated EEG (aEEG) in infants with hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy randomised
to treatment with or without cooling

DDIS (N) Not DDIS (N) Total (N) PPV 95%− 95%+ p Value

aEEG voltage
Moderate suppression

Cooled 13 43 56 0.23 0.12 0.34 0.06
Not cooled 24 37 61 0.39 0.27 0.52

Severe suppression
Cooled 50 41 91 0.55 0.45 0.65 0.27
Not cooled 53 31 84 0.63 0.53 0.73

aEEG pattern
DNV

Cooled 2 26 28 0.07 0 0.17 0.07
Not cooled 6 18 24 0.25 0.08 0.42

BS/CLV/FT
Cooled 61 58 119 0.51 0.42 0.6 0.25
Not cooled 71 50 121 0.59 0.5 0.67

CLV/FT
Cooled 35 24 59 0.59 0.47 0.71 0.17
Not cooled 42 17 59 0.71 0.59 0.81

BS, burst suppression; CLV, continuous low voltage; DDIS, death or severe disability; DNV, discontinuous normal voltage; FT, flat trace; N, number of infants in group.
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was approximately 60% and fell to 45% in the cooled infants,3

which are similar to the PPVs observed in this study. Since the
aEEG correlates well with the severity of HIE, this suggests that
the PPV of the aEEG recorded within 6 h of birth in infants
with HIE in most previous reports was excessively high.

The predictive value for adverse outcome at 18 months of age
of the aEEG recorded within 6 h of birth was modestly reduced
in infants treated with cooling compared with non-cooled
infants but the reduction was not statistically significant. These
data are in accord with two non-randomised studies that exam-
ined the PPV of the aEEG in normothermic and cooled
infants.4 6 The modest reduction in the PPV for adverse
outcome in cooled infants compared with non-cooled infants is
best explained by the beneficial effect of cooling on neurological
outcomes following HIE. The magnitude of the reduction in the
predictive value of the aEEG with cooling found in this study is
not dissimilar to the effect of cooling on neurological outcomes
(risk difference for adverse outcome between cooled and non-
cooled infants was −0.11, 95% CI −0.18 to −0.04).3

The predictive values of the aEEG assessed by the voltage cri-
teria and by pattern were similar, as has been generally noted in
previous studies. Since modern aEEG systems also display the
raw EEG, the pattern method may be preferable as it is similar to
standard EEG classification. However, inexperienced users may
find the voltage method simpler to use. Previous studies have
combined the burst suppression, low voltage and flat traces to
define an abnormal pattern, but in this study the best PPV was
obtained by combining the low voltage and flat trace patterns
and excluding the burst suppression pattern. However, as in
other studies using aEEG as an entry criterion, the sensitivity and
specificity of the aEEG, which are key indicators of the prognos-
tic performance of a test, could not be assessed, as entry into the
TOBY study required the presence of an abnormal aEEG.

A lower PPV of the aEEG in cooled compared with non-
cooled infants was observed in infants with moderate as well as
in those with severe suppression of the aEEG, suggesting that
cooling has a beneficial effect in infants with a wide spectrum of

severity of encephalopathy. The predictive values from this
study may be a helpful guide when counselling parents about
the need for therapeutic hypothermia and the likely outcome of
affected infants.
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Figure 1 Positive predictive value
(PPV) of two methods for classifying
amplitude integrated EEG (aEEG) as
severely abnormal according to
combination of pattern of the aEEG.
The X axis is the aEEG grade classified
by pattern. BS, burst suppression; CLV,
continuous low voltage;
FT, flat trace.
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